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Healing the Alien’s Heart
2020-04-02

doctor raven glass is an expert in alien medicine and is called to the planet
of xulara to help its dying queen with all of the planet s resources at her
disposal she is able to nurse queen ozhenia back to health but snagged the
heart of the prince along the way with things heating up between prince eoch
and the doctor all seems on the up and up until the king returns to find things
not as he wished determined to have his son live the life he wants he banishes
dr glass back to earth where she is bearing much more than a broken heart with
the heir of the xularese throne kicking inside her womb raven glass must choose
to either keep it a secret or to fight for her rightful place in the royal
family and face the wrath of the king either way she needed to know if prince
eoch was going to stand by her side by the end of it all she ll get the answers
she s looking for plus much more than she ever imagined possible hopefully a
happily ever after in love will be in the stars as raven races through the
galaxy with forever in her sights and in her heart a stand alone story with
guaranteed hea search terms pregnancy romance secret baby romance baby romance
pregnancy romance alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien
romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien
romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance
military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic
romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates
alien mate new adult

The Mind
2020-04-13

restrained society forbidden love and fight for freedom

Claimed by the Alien Space Pirate: Steamy Sci-Fi
Romance
2020-04-01

enjoy this steamy science fiction romance series novel by best selling author
charmaine ross crysta knows the only way she ll ever be able to escape the
harsh reality of being abducted into slavery is to fight she s a born fighter
and she ll fight her way out of her cage if it s the last thing she does being
newly enlisted into the interspecies council mercy division veri is on a
mission to free a shipment of human females from a slaving auction he doesn t
expect to come face to face with his fated mate as well as having the biggest
crime lord of the ten quadrants on his tail so he rescues her and runs for
their lives it seems crysta has swapped one cage for another she wants to
believe veri s wild tale when he tells her she is his fated mate but really god
knows he s the sexiest alien she s ever met and her insides clench with
inconvenient need when he touches her but how can she believe his story when
the proof is still around her neck in the form of a slave collar veri must
prove to his human female that she has nothing to fear from him as well as stop
the auction from taking place but when she escapes into a city filled with the
scum of the universe he must find her fast before she is lost forever in a
labyrinth filled with the worst of the worst scum this side of the universe
claimed by the alien space pirate is the second novel in the rasidian series
although each novel is dedicated to its own couple it s best to read this
series in order for fans of mina carter hattie jack and honey phillips this is
a hot romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after it includes some
strong language alien alpha males and oh my steam sexy times enjoy
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The Erion Triad: A steamy why-choose Sci-Fi romance
2020-04-02

enjoy this steamy reverse harem science fiction romance series by best selling
author charmaine ross three alien warrior princes one human female abducted by
an evil race of reptiles intent on taking over the universe by any means
possible lucie lucie jackson thought she was living the life but all is not
what it seems they say she is the saviour of the erion triad s homeland but so
far she s only made things worse if that wasn t bad enough she has a secret
that could kill not only the erion triad but everyone on their homeplanet and
she can t tell anyone what it is the erion triad their lucie is haunted
terrified something is stopping their mate bond and they will do anything to
save her lucie unwittingly unleashes an unknown enemy into their world seeking
to destroy everything in its path it s unstoppable all powerful and intent on
complete annihilation not only of their one true fated mate but of their entire
homeplanet the threat is at critical stage can three separate homelands who
have fought for centuries finally come together to save their homeplanet are
three human females and their alien princes strong enough to endure or will it
mean the destruction of their entire universe the erion triad is the third
novel in the negari sci fi alien romance series although each novel is
dedicated to its own pack it s best to read this series in order for fans of
grace goodwin anna hackett and laurann dohner this is a hot romantic story with
a guaranteed happily ever after it includes some strong language alien alpha
males who know their fated mate at first sight and oh my steam sexy times enjoy

Bonded to the Cyborg
2020-04-02

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger josiah s mission is to travel to
earth to observe and gain all the information he could about human women his
race is endangered and needs women from earth to help rebuild the rodonian
population josiah is simply carrying out his duty on earth when he comes across
melanie she enraptures him and all he can do is watch her from afar melanie
knows someone had been following her around for some time now and when she
figures out it is josiah she confronts him in a passionate argument that leads
to much more melanie can t fathom why she feels so attracted to josiah or why
she feels as if she had known him for a lifetime the two fall in love almost
instantly and then melanie finds out that josiah is not human at all he
explains himself to her and asks melanie to return with him to his home planet
rodon on their way back rodon suffers a disaster and melanie and josiah must
help save the planet and its people from extinction who knows if they ll make
it out alive and get to live the happily ever after josiah envisioned for them
on his planet tags alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien
romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien
romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance
military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic
romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates
alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

Intergalactic Love
2020-04-01

rea is appointed to welcome chief darion on his vacation to the mars colony
from his planet radon the gorgeous ruler was sweet observant and intense not to
mention they shared a heavy and explosive attraction when the time comes for
darion to return to radon he acts in a way that s changed both his and rea s
lives he abducts her she s faced with having to get used to life on the new
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planet not to mention living with darion slowly but surely darion learns that
there is more to rea and he has to work to earn her heart and her trust rea has
made her choice and deep down she knows darion is the one their short honeymoon
phase abruptly ends when faced with mistakes from his past that leads them
towards an uncertain future the biggest strain on their relationship yet
threatens to separate darion and rea for good a stand alone story with
guaranteed hea keywords alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien
romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien
romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance
military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic
romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates
alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

Cosmically Yours
2020-04-01

there s no way to escape the grip of fate especially when the balance of the
universe is at stake find out how amelia and ero an make the greatest
difference by using their love as a platform for peace some part of amelia
stone is sure she was made for greater things her love for space and anything
cosmically related had always made her stand out and it was no surprise when
she dove into astronomy studies in college soon after she begins studying a
series of dreams leads her to a field where a beam of light shines down rapidly
pulling her up into the inky sky she had come to love appearing before her is
the great prince of the universe ero an sol who hails from the furthest reaches
of the galaxy searching for a beautiful woman to be his wife and confesses it
was purely an accident picking up amelia their personalities are at odds in the
beginning but that quickly gives way to fondness as their adventures take them
all over the stretch of existence and to something that seems even more real
than the cosmos itself love and a family that would inspire peace within the
galaxy standalone romance stories with no cliffhanger search terms alpha male
alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance
alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space
opera romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens
fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science fiction books
paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance
sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new adult genetic
engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural alien invasion
romance

Alien Mind
2020-09-29

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger nikki is single and living the
dream as an advertising freelancer she works from home half the time and the
other half is meeting with clients her best friend travis has been living
across from her for 10 years hitting her 40th birthday she notices that travis
is different more sure of himself a little cocky and he seems to be interested
in her in a more than friendly way she thinks there is something strange and it
seemed to happen right after those strange lights in the sky travis has been
taken over by an alien named ronnick he was by accident transplanted into
travis she begins to fall for him but at first she has no idea that he is now
ronnick what happens when she finds out will she be willing to sacrifice love
for friendship or friendship for love what of the host is travis still there
and does he know what s going on tags alpha male alien romance alpha male
romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien
fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science
fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance
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paranormal romance military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy
fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance
fated mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male
alpha female supernatural alien invasion romance

Mated to the Alien Volume Four
2020-04-01

featuring two more tales of doomed detyens and fated mates braxtyn she s
hunting a bounty not a mate vita minnick has one job hunt down lowlifes who owe
her boss money and deliver them for a profit when a ticket for braxtyn nazade
comes up it should be a job just like any other but from the moment she sees
him vita can t help but think he s different she s not going to fall for one of
her marks but what if there s been a mistake doryan doryan has been hiding away
from the legion for months certain that he ll be executed if they find him he s
one of the soulless a warrior who sacrificed his ability to feel emotion in
exchange for a longer life and once the soulless outlive their use the legion
must retire them but when he s around amy long dead feelings rise to the
surface it should be impossible but amy is his denya and he ll do anything to
seize his second chance

Fall for a Cyborg
2020-04-02

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger from the moment 25 year old carrie
cox had gotten into the space academy she had been dead set on graduating at
the top of the class and fulfilling her dream of becoming a space fighter like
her late father she wanted to destroy the evil sphunkons an alien clan that was
responsible for her dad s death not just to avenge him but to finish the
mission he had left behind when legendary star space fighter mike gomez was
designated to teach their final space combat class carrie did not expect him to
give her a difficult time repeatedly humiliate her and practically tell her
that she was no good would he get in the way of her dreams or would the
intensifying tension between them develop into romantic attraction but there
was more to mike than carrie realized and as carrie discovered his secrets she
found herself falling for him despite his apparent efforts to evade her tags
alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction
romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi
romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction
romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science
fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy
paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new
adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural
alien invasion romance

Collecting Stars
2020-04-02

any landing charlie can limp away from is a good one after crash landing in
kardos charlie returns to new earth for the first time since her childhood and
learns how much life has changed in the human settlement new earth is a
reformed place of peace beauty and security almost the recent mysterious string
of kidnappings has left everyone on edge and charlie is determined to help her
people when kal arrives at new earth she sets her sights on alpha prime who
many believe are kidnapping the earthlings in a prearranged meeting with the
fanatical group s leader kal hopes to learn more about alpha prime and the
kidnappings with charlie s clever help they uncover alpha prime s secrets
leading them into a bloody civil battle can alpha prime be stopped before the
arrival of the sworne and how will the new threat challenge charlie and kal s
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developing relationship join them on their first adventure together as they
face off against an enemy bent on destroying earthlings collecting stars is a
100 000 word third person sci fi f f romance omegaverse novel it is the fourth
book in the alpha god series it contains g p material as well as intimate
scenes suitable for mature readers this book does have a cliffhanger and plot
twists that carry throughout the series g p content no rape no cheating no
shifters no fempreg but plenty of plot see the author s blog for more details
about g p fempreg and other related terms

Alien Mate
2019-12-24

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger anna signed up for a new cross
planetary immigration program she was chosen as one of the first humans to
travel to rolar an inhabited planet with intelligent life in a neighboring
solar system as the program is in its fledgling stages anna is paired with a
rolarian mentor to help her settle into her new home little did she expect that
her mentor jasiah would be gorgeous nor did she foresee falling hard for the
stoic alien jasiah had volunteered for the mentor program as something to do in
his time off from his job as a galactic exploration general little did he
intend on having the bubbly human anna get under his skin or break him out of
his shell could an alien and a human truly be mates would either allow it
perhaps it is out of their control tags alpha male alien romance alpha male
romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien
fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science
fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance
paranormal romance military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy
fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance
fated mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male
alpha female supernatural alien invasion romance

Ternion Of Intimacy
2020-04-01

when lacey stern is banished to a maximum security intergalactic prison the
lovers in her life prince korun and blaen of ubos will have their loyalties
tested who will they fight for the crown or their happiness a stand alone story
with guaranteed hea search terms alien menage romance menage erotica romance
mfm with mm a trois romance interracial love triangle romance alpha male alien
romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha
male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera
romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens
fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science fiction books
paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance
sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new adult genetic
engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural alien invasion
romance

Aligning Planets
2020-04-21

prince kohl of vedras is hoping to strike an alliance with earth which would be
the link he needs for his planet to join a larger galactic alliance one that
would be nothing but beneficial for vedras little did he expect to find
resistance in his efforts on earth nor did he expect to fall for one strong
willed and outspoken human woman maya turns everything on its head in kohl s
life but is just what he needs in the end standalone romance stories with no
cliffhanger search terms pregnancy romance secret baby romance baby romance
pregnancy romance alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien
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romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien
romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance
military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic
romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates
alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

Alastor: Steamy Sci-Fi Romance
2022-02-14

enjoy this steamy science fiction romance series by best selling author
charmaine ross i ve been abducted by evil reptile aliens and now i m on a
mission to save the universe if i thought i was out of my depth on earth i m
seriously out of my element now psychics are meant to know the future right i
see and sense things that would freak the average person out but i m not ready
to come face to face with an evil cross dimensional entity that threatens the
entire known universe nor am i fully prepared to deal with the golden skinned
captain alastor siris and his imposing icy attitude the interspecies council
finally have a chance to end the tyrannical reptile rule and fate rests on our
shoulders he s trained for combat and reconnaissance not for someone like me i
have seen the darkness in the worst of souls and his is suffering i just didn t
expect him to make me feel things i d never expected to feel and the more time
i m forced to spend with him the more my heart is at risk he doesn t know the
darkness in my own soul i can t save him if i can t save myself i must ignore
my attraction to him or else we won t have a soul to save nor will any other
being in the universe the entity has grown strong and is feeding i must save
billions of mind enslaved before all is lost alastor is the fourth novel in the
hexonian series although each novel is dedicated to its own couple it s best to
read this series in order for fans of ella blake ava ross and lee savino this
is a hot romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after it includes some
strong language alien alpha males and oh my steam sexy times enjoy

Wicked Telepaths
2020-04-01

3 6 7 tall athletic blue aliens all singularly obsessed with the new girl from
earth she s the first human to ever attend the vortha academy on devor after
first contact earth s climate crisis reaches its climax with a planet in crisis
human girl poppy darden remains earth s only hope she takes her chance on a
distant ice planet hoping to unlock secrets to save her homeworld three brawny
muscular blue alien males notice her they must have her what could possibly go
wrong when 3 lusty tall strapping alien telepaths read her mind poppy can t get
distracted from her mission no matter how tempting their offer this book is set
100 years after enid titan s debut novel devor and is the premier novel in its
own series if you enjoy stories with 3 hot alien males falling for a human
female and ending up hea this just might be the book you were waiting for take
a peek inside to get a taste of the action this is a no cheating polyam quad
science fiction romance story

The Ozar Triad: A FREE steamy why-choose Sci-Fi
romance
2016-10-11

enjoy this free steamy reverse harem science fiction romance series starter by
best selling author charmaine ross three alien warrior princes one human female
abducted by an evil race of reptiles intent on taking over the universe by any
means possible riley riley sharp can fight her way out of anything she s a
special ops soldier trained for war and hardened for battle nothing surprises
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her but when she finds herself in a battle with reptile aliens she fights for
her life as well as her sanity rujali setzan and klaej the ozar triad are on a
last ditch mission of revenge they are tracking the stolen crystal that powers
all life on their homeplanet without the crystal their species is on the brink
of disaster what they don t expect to find is their fated mate the only female
in the universe that can turn their triad into a quad but when riley fights
them every step of the way they find themselves in more trouble than just
retrieving their precious crystal and saving their homeland she s their saviour
their mate their everything only she has no idea can one human female fend off
three alien warrior princes and find the love she never thought she would find
while fighting nefarious forces or will she succeed in returning to her world
nobody has heard of before the ozar triad is the first novel in the negari sci
fi alien romance series although each novel is dedicated to its own pack it s
best to read this series in order for fans of ruby dixon presley hall and hope
heart this is a hot romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after it
includes some strong language alien alpha males who know their fated mate at
first sight and oh my steam sexy times enjoy

Protected by the Alien Space Pirate: FREE Steamy Sci-
Fi Romance
2020-04-01

enjoy this free steamy science fiction romance series starter by best selling
author charmaine ross being a space pirate doesn t make a being rich which was
why rhilax was dealing with the biggest crime lord in the ten quadrants against
his better judgment he doesn t know much about the job on offer but he knows it
ll pay for food and supplies for himself and his brothers maybe enough to find
a nice quiet planet somewhere forget about a life of smuggling and finally
settle down he s certainly not prepared when a female slave none the likes he d
seen before is led naked chained and helpless to be his fated mate he
definitely wasn t prepared when he obliterates his dream along with the crime
lord s head kidnaps the female and makes a target of himself and his brothers
the crime lord has a brother and the brother wants them all dead when their
ship is destroyed rhilax and his brothers are blown into the far reaches of the
known universe to make matters worse the escape pod is wrecked and his fated
mate has escaped rhilax must find her before the crime lord s thugs or the
unknown creatures on this planet and complete the bond before his mind is lost
to the mating urge she can t remember her name or her life before the cages
maybe it s better not knowing being trapped in a cage and grieving a beautiful
life would be the worst kind of torture she s good at zoning out but it gets
harder and harder to disregard the massive blue skinned alien who tells her he
is her fated mate whatever that is all she knows is if she doesn t get away
from him she might never be free again protected by the alien space pirate is
the first novel in the rasidian series although each novel is dedicated to its
own couple it s best to read this series in order for fans of ruby dixon
presley hall and hope heart this is a hot romantic story with a guaranteed
happily ever after it includes some strong language alien alpha males and oh my
steam sexy times enjoy

Secured by the Alien Space Warrior
2020-04-01

i ve been abducted by reptile aliens and sold to the highest bidder my saviour
is in the form of a ruggedly handsome alien with claws and fangs and lethal
fighting skills not my usual type he tells me i m his bond mate that i m fated
for him from the moment i saw him fighting to save me an undefinable spark
erupts within me but i ve been down that track before had the boyfriend from
hell don t need to drive that road again no matter how much my body yearns for
my alien saviour he says he will take care of me protect me but how can he do
that when we crash land onto a hostile planet and he s made to fight in a
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gladiator pit as a slave every day his life is at risk and if he fails to come
back the aliens who made him fight will come for me but we have bigger problems
a dictator from another planet is going to use us for target practise if we don
t break out of here soon the whole universe will be at risk i m losing the
battle to keep my shattered heart intact the thing is he s the only being in
the universe that has the power to put me back together to be whole for the
first time in years if i lose him i ll lose everything if you like impossible
odds lawless and corrupt aliens smouldering alien warriors and the tension of
rejected fated mates you ll love secured by the alien space warrior each book
in the series can be read as a standalone but for maximum enjoyment it s
recommended that the series be read in order hexonian book 1 xzion prequel book
2 jo aquin book 3 striker book 4 alastor rasidian book 5 protected by the alien
space pirate book 6 claimed by the alien space pirate book 7 rescued by the
alien space pirate dhasu book 8 seized by the alien space warrior book 9
secured by the alien space warrior book 10 consumed by the alien space warrior

Tangled Fates
2020-08-23

a blind warrior a broken oath a dangerous adventure into the underbelly of
humanity cohen is consumed by sadness anger and guilt for breaking his vows to
his beloved mate back home and he makes a sacrificial oath to honor her in
death annis also from his world has a new human body but it has restrictions
during the day she is blind but once the sun goes down her vision returns as
she struggles to find her place among those of her kind she finds herself the
target for cohen s unwarranted anger as the forgotten alien warriors are forced
into the underbelly of humanity to catch the evil from their world danger from
others of their race threaten to rip them apart cohen and annis must face the
ghosts of their pasts and try to sort out the tangled web of their lives can
mortal enemies become passionate lovers

Seized by the Alien Space Warrior
2020-04-02

full blown terror hasn t had a chance to take hold of me not yet at any rate
abducted by aliens sold like livestock i m rescued by a muscular demanding
alien with charcoal skin and strange nodes on his body that flash with
luminescent light he tells me i m safe with him but i know i m not from the
moment i first set eyes on him something indescribable and intense sparks
between us i ve never felt anything like this before nothing that makes my
heart beat faster and my body ache quite like this he wants to take care of me
protect me and then take me to the sanctuary with the other rescued women and
turn his back on me he tells me that dhasu only have one bond mate in their
life and he has already found his so i cannot be it yet i want him the longer
we re stuck on a hostile planet with the very beings that bought me from that
stage the harder it will be to let him leave me there falling for him doesn t
make sense maybe i m losing my mind maybe i ve already lost it maybe we ll die
on this horrible planet but if we really are bonded mates maybe we ll get more
than we bargained for if you like impossible odds lawless and corrupt aliens
smouldering alien warriors and the tension of rejected fated mates you ll love
seized by the alien space warrior each book in the series can be read as a
standalone but for maximum enjoyment it s recommended that the series be read
in order hexonian book 1 xzion prequel book 2 jo aquin book 3 striker book 4
alastor rasidian book 5 protected by the alien space pirate book 6 claimed by
the alien space pirate book 7 rescued by the alien space pirate dhasu book 8
seized by the alien space warrior book 9 secured by the alien space warrior
book 10 consumed by the alien space warrior
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More than Human
2020-04-01

a thousand years into the future and earth is still in a frenzied war between
countries who wish to rule each other between the battles is trevor noble
injured on the field his life hangs in the balance as he s flown to a local
navy hospital enter dr lena clark a world renowned scientist and surgeon who
brings him back from the brink of death and transforms his body into the
greatest weapon known to humans as he becomes accustomed to his cyborg body he
struggles with feelings for the sweet doctor who has started to feel the same
their attraction could be frowned upon but that doesn t concern them as a much
darker threat looms just outside the atmosphere waiting for the perfect moment
to strike the preoccupied earth doesn t notice until it s too late the proud
countries distracted by war how many men would it take to save the earth
perhaps only one a stand alone story with guaranteed hea search terms cyborg
romance scifi cyborg story alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi
alien romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books
alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance
steamy science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal
romance military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction
psychic romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated
mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha
female supernatural alien invasion romance

Bride of an Alien
2024-04-09

a collection of 4 steamy science fiction romance stories with guarantee hea
pregnant to an alien king sci fi alien invasion romance jesper newly crowned
king of planet abalon was celebrating he d finally ascended the throne and the
entire capital city was celebrating with him rockwell jasper s close friend and
high general suggested that they should have one last wild night and do
something they wouldn t normally something out of their world of course this
leads two tipsy abalonians to earth when jesper sees clarice and has to have
her they spend one fateful night together and jesper returns to abalon the next
day with nothing but a sweet memory or so he thinks several months later when
it s discovered that an abalonian child was born to a human everything changes
for king jesper as well as clarice who finds herself whisked away to an
entirely different planet cyborg warrior s son scifi pregnancy romance one
fateful night with a strange cyborg warrior whose name she doesn t even know
changes cathleen s life just barely starting her career as a scientist she is
suddenly thrown into the unknown world of motherhood now living in a quiet town
to have a fresh start her work as a lab assistant brings her past back into the
limelight when she suddenly finds herself face to face with the father of her
son shawn armstead shawn arrives in town leading a platoon of cyborgs to have a
series of drills in the mountainside and to ensure protection from possible
alien attacks when cathleen is assigned by her boss to work closely with shawn
the physical attraction between them returns with much greater force than
before she tries her best to steer clear of him and to hide the truth about her
son but an alien attack injures her son leading him to develop a close
relationship with his rescuer who is no other than his real dad now that the 6
year old also has bionic body parts which draws him more to shawn will cathleen
be able to prevent the seemingly inevitable truth from coming out will she
finally open her heart to embrace the growing romance between her and the man
from her past alien s bride scifi alien romance gem had just been picked to be
the next bride of her planet s warrior king life was supposed to have been
perfect already until she was suddenly transported to twenty years ago on
planet earth it was one thing to be an alien pretending to be a human being on
a beautiful remote island it was another to actually fall in love with a local
from the very moment that she d laid eyes on cliff a simple artist and cottage
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owner her heart began beating differently for the very first time unfortunately
their love story didn t last long the warrior king suddenly appeared one day
and took gem back he went further into the future when they were already
married gem was shocked to learn that cliff had actually time traveled to
follow her but had been stopped by the king fearing for his life she searched
for a way to turn back the hands of time again and save him even if it meant
not seeing him again for the rest of her life will gem save her first real love
or will destiny allow them a way to be together across space and time mated
with the cyborgs sci fi romance juniper is at the top of her field a female
scientist a thousand years in the future she is on her first space mission with
a minimal crew a couple of cyborg assistants named bren and pov to help her as
she catalogues new planets with their unique new species of life both plants
and animals when juniper is taken by a rogue alien the men are frantic to find
her as they realize that she means more to each of them than they knew will
they find her before it is too late

Consumed by the Alien Space Warrior
2020-04-01

no matter how many times i tell myself this isn t happening every time i open
my eyes i have to convince myself all over again by this i mean being sold as a
slave and then being thrown into a cell filled with aliens of all different
shapes and sizes then i m put in a cage with a deadly alien with biceps the
size of my thigh and skin that flashes with a pure golden light i think i m not
going to make it through the night that maybe i ll be an after dinner snack but
when he calls me his bond mate i m hit with a wave of desire unlike any i ve
ever felt before he tells me i m his fated that i am his and he is mine and i
know he s right because i feel it deep inside my chest it s a knowing that won
t go away no matter how hard i try to ignore it the only thing is he shouldn t
want me not at all when we re taken to an unknown planet the aliens who brought
us here need me for my blood they re in the final stage of planning an attack
on every being in the universe and they need something from me that will
annihilate millions we can t let that happen my alien is a dhasu warrior and he
will tear through hell to save me but i have a secret he says he doesn t care
but i know eventually he will my life was irrevocably torn from me once i m
going to make sure it never happens again if you like impossible odds lawless
and corrupt aliens smouldering alien warriors and the tension of rejected fated
mates you ll love consumed by the alien space warrior each book in the series
can be read as a standalone but for maximum enjoyment it s recommended that the
series be read in order hexonian book 1 xzion prequel book 2 jo aquin book 3
striker book 4 alastor rasidian book 5 protected by the alien space pirate book
6 claimed by the alien space pirate book 7 rescued by the alien space pirate
dhasu book 8 seized by the alien space warrior book 9 secured by the alien
space warrior book 10 consumed by the alien space warrior

Aliens' Sacrifice
2020-04-01

i m shoved in the ocean for a hungry alien kraken god to snack on i expect to
die friendless hopeless a billion miles away from home i m resigned to my fate
until three silver aliens show up with a grudge to settle and serious weaponry
they save me from becoming a human smorgasbord and fight off the cultists who
sent me off to die they swear to get me off this cursed prison planet before
anything else gets a taste for human meat the problem i might have a taste for
something foreign myself especially with all these loaded looks these seductive
aliens keep casting my way besides what s a little fun when you re far away
from home i definitely won t catch any feelings aliens sacrifice is a
standalone science fiction romance reverse harem in the outlaw planet mates
series no cliffhangers and a guaranteed hea
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Pregnant to an Alien King
2020-06-28

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger jesper newly crowned king of
planet abalon was celebrating he d finally ascended the throne and the entire
capital city was celebrating with him rockwell jasper s close friend and high
general suggested that they should have one last wild night and do something
they wouldn t normally something out of their world of course this leads two
tipsy abalonians to earth when jesper sees clarice and has to have her they
spend one fateful night together and jesper returns to abalon the next day with
nothing but a sweet memory or so he thinks several months later when it s
discovered that an abalonian child was born to a human everything changes for
king jesper as well as clarice who finds herself whisked away to an entirely
different planet tags pregnancy romance baby romance pregnancy romance alpha
male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction
romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi
romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction
romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science
fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy
paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new
adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural
alien invasion romance

The Light Within Me
2020-05-11

a shy awkward social misfit a man not from this earth a deadly enemy abby a
journalist may soon be out of a job if she doesn t land a groundbreaking story
and feels she just may have stumbled on to one when she meets noah as head of
the military group dubbed the six saviors noah is from another world his sole
purpose is to hunt down the evil of his people that was unleashed on earth
hundreds of years ago anger and the need for revenge are his constant
companions noah tries desperately to fight his attraction to abby so he can
keep his focus on his mission but when abby gets dragged into the evil and
mayhem from noah s world he realizes that maybe with abby he can find a home
here on earth if he can save her in time paranormal romance sci fi romance
alien romance alien mate paranormal romance free paranormal series sci fi
romance series sci fi romance free alien mate free alien romance free

Cyborg Warrior’s Son
2020-04-01

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger one fateful night with a strange
cyborg warrior whose name she doesn t even know changes cathleen s life just
barely starting her career as a scientist she is suddenly thrown into the
unknown world of motherhood now living in a quiet town to have a fresh start
her work as a lab assistant brings her past back into the limelight when she
suddenly finds herself face to face with the father of her son shawn armstead
shawn arrives in town leading a platoon of cyborgs to have a series of drills
in the mountainside and to ensure protection from possible alien attacks when
cathleen is assigned by her boss to work closely with shawn the physical
attraction between them returns with much greater force than before she tries
her best to steer clear of him and to hide the truth about her son but an alien
attack injures her son leading him to develop a close relationship with his
rescuer who is no other than his real dad now that the 6 year old also has
bionic body parts which draws him more to shawn will cathleen be able to
prevent the seemingly inevitable truth from coming out will she finally open
her heart to embrace the growing romance between her and the man from her past
tags cyborg romance alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien
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romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien
romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance
military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic
romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates
alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

The Crime of Protection

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger after almost a year on the run avi
a fugitive from a human colony is caught by a team of cutthroat cyborg bounty
hunters to face trial for murder back on the planet of zethron exonyie is the
alien commander responsible for escorting avi back to zethron for her day in
court at first avi shies away from her jailer exonyie because he is a member of
the species she despises and distrusts however she slowly begins to warm up to
him when she sees firsthand a compassionate side that she thought cyborgs
lacked exonyie faces a tough moral and emotional dilemma when he learns that
avi s crime was simply taking up arms to protect her family from a rogue
authority figure he must decide if he will bring her back to zethron safe and
sound or defy everything he stands for and help her escape tags alpha male
alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance
alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space
opera romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens
fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science fiction books
paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance
sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new adult genetic
engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural alien invasion
romance

Alien Knight Blind Date Disaster

lumerian knight falden corshival is an ancient leader of what remains of his
people he and his elite warriors have avoided capture for more than two
thousand years he believed they were safe on earth he was wrong when a nosy
investigative reporter sets up a blind date with an alien group dealing in the
intergalactic black market falden knows he must do whatever it takes to find
out who she is and what she knows including pretending to be her unknown
contact unfortunately falden has spent a millennia out of the dating scene
worse he has no understanding of human courting rituals isabella serrano is in
danger her friend has disappeared her contacts on the street are scared and her
only chance to infiltrate the alien black market is to accept a blind meeting
with one of the smugglers when her blind date turns out to be a drop dead
gorgeous alien with a bad attitude something just doesn t add up she can t
decide if she d rather kiss the dominant alpha or stab him in the eye with her
four inch heel when a surprise attack forces them to escape together she will
have to trust him with her life they soon give in to white hot passion yet both
have secrets that could tear them apart will their growing love be enough to
overcome the dangers that lie ahead if you love romance in the style of nalini
singh christine feehan grace goodwin j r ward lara adrian s e smith and out of
this world outer space adventures like the expanse star trek star wars and
stargate be sure to read bestselling author becca brayden s exciting science
fiction and paranormal romance book series aliens adventure and hot romance all
in one place tags alien romance alien warrior lumerian romance scifi sci fi
romance paranormal psychic high tech genetic engineering immortal earth space
alien contact alien invasion war colonization instalove instaluv hea fated
mates wedding first contact love dark maju paste hot romance king royalty
hidden identity romance intergalactic earth based scifi series romance first in
series vilitos
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Xzion

i ve been captured by walking crocodiles and saved by a golden skinned god
xzion says he took me to protect me but he s not taking me back home in fact we
ve crashed on an alien planet and now we re trapped in a cave from which there
s no escape he s all i ve got i should be afraid of him but i can t take my
eyes off his washboard abs and irresistible lips the longer we re trapped down
here the harder it will be for me to resist him i m barely hanging in there
xzion will claim my body but if he claims my heart i ll never be able to return
to earth but when we find a way out and discover a treacherous plot intended
for mankind i know my life will never be the same i ll be trapped between two
worlds and the fate of mankind rests in my hands if you like hot aliens
sweeping adventure and steamy romance you ll love this series no cliffhanger an
ongoing battle between good and evil and a happily ever after guaranteed each
book in the series can be read as a standalone but for maximum enjoyment it s
recommended that the series be read in order hexonian book 1 xzion prequel book
2 jo aquin book 3 striker book 4 alastor rasidian book 5 protected by the alien
space pirate book 6 claimed by the alien space pirate book 7 rescued by the
alien space pirate dhasu book 8 seized by the alien space warrior book 9
secured by the alien space warrior book 10 consumed by the alien space warrior

Cosmic Trifecta

one of her lovers was in prison and the other had put him there but she would
get them both back at any cost two is company but three is a party that s what
happens when a lovely alien nurse and two mine workers get together after a
wonderful evening out at the bar xander is a muscular mine worker from earth
who has been collecting black coax crystals for a secret buyer one that he
hopes will pay enough for him to retire it is during one of his mining
excursions that he gets injured and wakes up to find the most beautiful
creature standing above him anna leigh they had met the night before and she
had seemed interested his sparkling eyes pulling her in elu shares the same
interest and they nearly start a fight over her until she gets between them you
two can share me she says sweetly their passion carries them through the summer
until an accident where elu and xander are both injured an unexpected
confession puts a strain on their relationship causing anna leigh to disappear
will love draw them back together or destroy their cosmic triad forever a stand
alone story with guaranteed hea search terms alien menage romance mmf romance
menage erotica romance mfm with mm a trois romance interracial love triangle
romance alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien
abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens
scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy science
fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military
science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance
steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate
new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

Cyborg Love

all the cyborgs want is the chance to live but they have to fight for it
cyborgs aren t meant to live they re monsters created by the government to
fight when they went wrong they should have been killed there and then eve
hates the cyborg army because they killed her brother she doesn t care that
they ve got a consciousness she doesn t consider them human they shouldn t be
here anymore however her path for revenge leads her to the very hot javier a
cyborg that teaches her she isn t always right as he takes her on a journey she
wasn t expecting she learns that maybe she hasn t ever been supporting the
right side as more shocks and secrets are revealed she recognizes the world
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needs a massive change and that she might have to help make that change come
about a stand alone story with guaranteed hea search terms cyborg romance
cyborg menage romance menage erotica romance mfm with mm a trois romance
interracial love triangle romance alpha male alien romance alpha male romance
scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy
books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction
romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance
paranormal romance military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy
fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance
fated mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male
alpha female supernatural alien invasion romance

Drag Me Down

from popular scifi romance author landra graf book four in the full throttle
cyborgs series the closest thing to love is hate dakota drag michelson has only
ever loved one woman the same woman who framed him for murder kicked him out of
the macintosh gang and broke his heart the same woman whose been trying for the
last year to take over his town his gang and his racers now it s time to turn
the tables bridget macintosh was always told to take what she wanted in life
and in love her latest conquest fueled by the desire to get out from under the
thumb of her gang sponsor has been thwarted by drag at every turn he discovered
her racing sabotage thwarted her spy and magically won a qualifying race for
the championship the only thing left to do is join forces but bridget doesn t
know that drag is prepared for her to double cross him she may have fooled him
once but he ll never be at her mercy again revenge is dish best served full
throttle only neither one of them plans on the other being everything they
always wanted

Alien’s Accidental Queen

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger roderick was eager to take over
the throne and become king of planet avant but his father had other plans for
him the often stoic and disagreeable prince must first find a wife before he
can inherit the throne the young handsome prince drew plenty of attention from
the females on his own planet easily enough but he suspected they were just
being nice to him because he was a prince it wasn t easy to meet someone who
treated him like a regular alien then his mother urges roderick to travel to
earth to search for woman who doesn t know him and could be a perfect wife
roderick meets isabella he s drawn to her at first sight and knows that the
beautiful woman from earth is the one for him being a prince roderick just
takes isabella back to his home planet of avant where he marries her and
finally takes the throne as king isabella is stunned she has no idea what she s
been thrown into on avant all of a sudden she is married and queen of an entire
planet will isabella and roderick get along will their marriage ever be a true
one tags alpha male alien romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien
abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens
scifi romance space opera romance science fiction romance steamy science
fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military
science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance
steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate
new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female
supernatural alien invasion romance

Alien’s Bride

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger gem had just been picked to be the
next bride of her planet s warrior king life was supposed to have been perfect
already until she was suddenly transported to twenty years ago on planet earth
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it was one thing to be an alien pretending to be a human being on a beautiful
remote island it was another to actually fall in love with a local from the
very moment that she d laid eyes on cliff a simple artist and cottage owner her
heart began beating differently for the very first time unfortunately their
love story didn t last long the warrior king suddenly appeared one day and took
gem back he went further into the future when they were already married gem was
shocked to learn that cliff had actually time traveled to follow her but had
been stopped by the king fearing for his life she searched for a way to turn
back the hands of time again and save him even if it meant not seeing him again
for the rest of her life will gem save her first real love or will destiny
allow them a way to be together across space and time tags alpha male alien
romance alpha male romance scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha
male aliens alien fantasy books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera
romance science fiction romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens
fantasy alien romance paranormal romance military science fiction books
paranormal with sex fantasy fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance
sci fi romance sci fi romance fated mates alien mate new adult genetic
engineering alien contact alpha male alpha female supernatural alien invasion
romance

Zaedon's Kiss

to protect the ones they love they must first learn to trust each other the
ketaurran war might be over but it doesn t mean the humans are safe the work
cara does for the rebels is dangerous but she likes what she does and the
independence it offers although her last mission was a success it came with a
deadly price the mercenary she crossed wants her dead and is willing to pay a
large bounty for the privilege contrary to what the ruler of the planet thinks
the last thing cara wants or needs is a bodyguard not only is zaedon an elite
warrior but he s all kinds of hot if ever there was a male she could fall for
it would be him too bad their first encounter didn t go well and the male s
idea of fun is being overprotective and continually finding ways to annoy her
zaedon takes his role as guardian to his people s leader seriously the vow to
protect cara with his life even more so the first time she taunts him with her
alluring scent he knows she is his mate a fact he can t share unless he wants
to lose the infuriating female forever

A Stolen Heart

breakups are hard but when your ex is immortal and your king how do you guard
your heart luc s immortal ex allows no lifetime to pass without trying to win
him back that s not happening but despite pietas being the jealous sort and
manipulative he s also the king as his general luc can t simply walk away so
when summoned for a simple mission of finding a lost child he suspects it
covers some hidden agenda or lurking secret the mission goes off with
surprising ease and when an alien toddler needing rescue falls into luc s lap
worry about pietas takes a backseat while attempting to care for the boy a late
night visit from his king reveals luc s easy solution screwed up everything
pietas was planning now luc s slap in the middle of a dubious fix that
endangers not just himself and his king it also threatens the adorable tot luc
has decided to foster along with all the other mortals he s come to love
because at the center of the thieves guild academy lies a lifetime of dark
secrets and luc has just ripped off the veil and exposed its sinister heart an
mm single dad sci fi romance set in the thieves guild academy

Alien Queen

a standalone short story with no cliffhanger ten years have passed since
jessica had lost her husband during the flare a blaze of fire that had quickly
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enveloped the entire earth in an explosion of brightness designed to aid in the
attack of the xantrax clan which is an alliance of evil aliens from different
planets since then she hasn t opened her heart again to anyone not even to her
close friend rob who s been openly expressing his romantic feelings for her
vestix warriors sworn enemies of the xantrax clan have lost their planet in the
process of helping humans and have since lived on earth to work with the
military in protecting the earth when good looking alien soldier 1x57vtz whom
jessica nicknames one gets assigned to work with her on a school security
project she couldn t believe her bad luck to make it even worse he is also
tasked to protect her 24 7 from an evil alien who s out to make her his queen
will living together and seeing one s humane side finally make jessica fall in
love again and will one actually choose her and fulfill her dream of building a
family over his military ambition and pledged duty to protect the earth tags
scifi alien romance alien abduction romance alpha male aliens alien fantasy
books alien romance aliens scifi romance space opera romance science fiction
romance steamy science fiction romance hot aliens fantasy alien romance
paranormal romance military science fiction books paranormal with sex fantasy
fiction psychic romance steamy paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance
fated mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male
alpha female supernatural alien alpha invasion romance

Alien Mischief

a complete box set of four sci fi romances from the steamy series alternative
worlds three fantastical worlds the cursed the magical and the gifted which
will be your favorite the cursed when you re cursed with the ability to walk
into the dreams of others the last thing you should do is explore the dreams of
the hot cadet who drives you crazy erin knows that s the logical thing to do
but she just can t help herself and when her secret identity places her in
danger she s surprised to find help in the form of one stubborn alpha alien but
can an independent woman and an alien who mates for life overcome their
differences and find love with one another or are some things just not meant to
be the magical saura can control water her mate can control fire together they
are the perfect match two magical beings fated to rule their people but when
she discovers he s missing gone to a strange world known as earth she ll have
to risk it all to save him yet with a traitor determined to take the crown and
her as his mate will one woman have the strength to fight against such
impossible odds the gifted an alien race with unique gifts will invade earth in
a matter of days all that stands between the destruction of all of humanity and
these powerful beings is a team of unwilling spaceship pilots kaci is one of
them and she s prepared to die to save her sister but when she s taken prisoner
during the war will she discover a handsome alien doctor who is more friend
than foe and can they work together to change their prophesied fate alien
mischief is a box set of nightmare hunter deadly dreams mortal flames and
twisted prophecies it included four full length scifi romance novels that have
well deserved happily ever afters the books follow three different worlds and
three different sets of characters so be ready for a unique and steamy read
search terms alien romance aliens scifi romance science fiction romance steamy
science fiction romance hot aliens paranormal romance psychic romance steamy
paranormal romance sci fi romance sci fi romance bonding cultural differences
fated mates alien mate new adult genetic engineering alien contact alpha male
alpha female supernatural hero new adult romance college romance sci fi box set
scifi box set science fiction box set scifi boxset sci fi box set science
fiction boxset
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